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6th July 1997 Theo Todman
EDITORIAL

As usual, we start off by welcoming new members to the SIG, so ....
welcome to :-

•  Mrs. R. Adcock
•  Alan Carr
•  Rosemary Clarke
•  Bob Groves
•  Stef Gula
•  John Neary
•  Michael Procter-Lockwood
•  Mike Rossell
•  Rick Street
•  John Stubbings

Thanks to all of you who’ve contributed to this issue of Commensal.
Apologies for the slight delay in the production of C87. Further apologies to
those of you who’ve written to me some weeks back and have had to await
C87 to receive a reply. I some cases, what you wrote wasn’t explicitly
marked “for publication”. If you write to me and definitely don’t want me to
print what you’ve said, please be very explicit about it. Otherwise, while I will
always try not to set anyone up for ridicule by printing tentative thoughts that
aren’t marked “for publication”, anything I think will be of general interest may
find it’s way into Commensal.

Now for some navel-gazing. I let what I’ve got to say below lie fallow for a
couple of weeks, wondering whether or not to delete it; but I never could
decide on a prudent course of action and have left it in.

I’d been trying to encourage a particular former contributor to rejoin the SIG,
and got the following response :-

Thanks for your Commensals. I don't reckon I'll be joining you;
the standard of contributions is very low, as it always was.
Contributors seem to have no feel for philosophy at all. Sorry!

Well ... a more succinctly damning poke in the eye would be hard to dream
up ! Why am I discouraging you all by printing such slanderous statements,
you might well ask ? The reason is, that I think this is a philosophically
interesting assertion that raises important issues about the present state and
future prospects of the SIG, asks us to define why the SIG exists, and also
asks wider questions, such as why people join Mensa in the first place ?

Interestingly, the above remark ties in nicely with another letter (from a new
member, Rosemary Clarke) which pulls somewhat in the opposite direction.
It appears later in this issue of Commensal.
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To me, there are a several useful responses to this provocative statement.
Firstly, we must evaluate whether the allegations are correct and, if true,
does it matter; secondly, determine what we can learn from them; thirdly,
form a plan of action. It would be tidy to tackle these responses in sequence,
but I’ll jumble them up.

Let me say first of all that it’s easy to get carried away by a desire for quality.
Here’s a quick, if boring, anecdote. Some ten years back, some friends and I
set up a bi-monthly theological magazine (I was committed to such things in
those days). We proceeded along the lines of Commensal - ie. soliciting
articles and printing what we got. In the early days some of the contributions
were, I judged, excruciatingly bad from an intellectual viewpoint; so bad that I
felt embarrassed trying to give the magazine away to sympathisers, let alone
trying to sell it (by advertising, I hasten to add, not accosting people on street
corners !). So, to monitor the quality, I produced spreadsheets that assigned
my “quality rating” to each article, multiplied these ratings by the lengths of
the articles & summed these products over all articles to give a weighted
average quality rating for the magazine. I then checked that the quality rating
rose thereafter - which it usually did, mainly because I did my best to ensure
that increasing numbers of articles were written either by me or by people I
approved of ! Whether there was a real improvement in quality is debatable -
no doubt more erudite theologians would have cringed at my offerings as
well. Also, some of the less erudite complained that they couldn’t understand
what I was saying, and didn’t it take the joy out of it all anyway ! Besides, in
the end I got chucked out for being a heretic.

So, on reflection, the robust response to the “quality carpers” is to encourage
them to join in and improve things or else join another SIG. Otherwise, just
leave them to carry on moaning on the sidelines about “What’s Mensa ever
done for us ?”.

Still, we want to learn from criticism. Most importantly, we want to have
things both ways. We do want the quality of Commensal to improve, in the
sense that we want the average standard of submission to be more logically
rigorous and philosophically sophisticated. However, we still want people of
whatever level of philosophical sophistication to be able to have a say,
because that’s what we’re here for. Anyone wanting top class philosophical
thought fed to them should subscribe to a professional journal or read a
book.

Where can things go wrong ? Well, we don’t want to end up in a free for all,
where anyone can have any ill-considered rant they feel like. Nor do we want
to end up discussing issues ad nauseam that have already been clarified “in
the literature”. One thing we all have to watch out for is what all Hi-Q
societies run the risk of - becoming a haven for cranks who think that,
because someone’s just told them they’re a bit clever, they can therefore
solve some of the major conundrums of science or philosophy on a wet
Sunday afternoon. We can’t. I doubt we have anything whatever to offer the
wider world of philosophy - we’re simply trying to help one another out by
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sharing knowledge, thought & experience; and hoping to have a bit of fun as
well.

So, are we at least guilty as charged ? Well, I doubt whether anything we’ve
produced to date would get into a refereed philosophical journal - but then
we’re not professional philosophers. However, I don’t think we’ve had
anything utterly cringe-worthy either; so don’t be put off ! There can be an
expectation, especially for new members of Mensa, that the society is full of
hyper-intelligent super-knowledgeable types. Maybe there are some, but
most of us joined because we have some sort of intellectual gap in our lives,
maybe caused by academic bungles, bad decisions or lack of opportunity in
the past. I won’t dwell on the twits who join to bolster their self-esteem and
stick membership certificates on their walls. At least they keep the average
cost of membership down. But, the question arises as to how intelligent and
knowledgeable one has to be to make a truly original contribution to a
subject. This is a non-trivial calculation - maybe someone could write a paper
on this and explain why geniuses, like buses, tend to turn up in bunches.
Enough to say, few people are remembered a century after their deaths.
Also, we might ask whether any of these people, or even their lesser
brethren, would have had any incentive to join Mensa.

So, the advantage of our group is not as a hot-bed of razor-sharp minds
about to make the next philosophical breakthrough, but as a bunch of people
from different backgrounds - some with no knowledge of philosophy - who
can ask questions & learn from and stimulate one another. As part of the
stimulation process, it is important, after a brief thrash on any subject, that
we go away and learn from what has already been written. This is particularly
the case with metaphysical questions that realistically have to be based on
scientific knowledge. Sadly, it is difficult to find a Hi-Q journal without an
article by some maniac arguing against Einstein. I hope this sort of thing
won’t happen here. If you’ve done post-doctoral research on the subject
you’ll be publishing your ideas in the academic literature. If you can’t get your
ideas published it’s probably because they’re wacky. If you haven’t done
post-doctoral research, you probably don’t understand the question.

I’d be grateful for your thoughts on these matters, though, as I said initially, it
is a bit of navel-gazing and ultimately a distraction from the job in hand; so I
don’t want this one to run and run. However, if any of you have strong views,
want to complain, etc ... do write in !

Before I forget, we need book reviewers ! I came across a promising book,
germane to some of our current threads, entitled Time, Change and
Freedom - introduction to metaphysics. It’s by Quentin Smith and L. Nathan
Oaklander (1995, ISBN 0-415-10249-9, Routledge). It’s written in the form of
a number of dialogues, which makes it easy reading, but also has a couple
of narrative appendices on time in special relativity & in current cosmological
theories. The dialogues cover such issues as the beginning & ending of time,
the relational & substantival theories of time, personal identity and time and
freedom, determinism & responsibility. I’m afraid I’ve only read one of the
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dialogues as yet - I’m very much encouraged to read more, but it’s hitherto
been crowded out by other material. Would anyone like to review the book ?
My copy is borrowed from the local library, so you’d need to obtain a copy for
yourself.

Back to administrative matters .... this issue, as other recent ones, is printed
in 12-pt. That way, it makes the issue look more substantial but, more
importantly, makes it easier to read. As the SIG grows (if I haven’t just killed
it off with the above remarks) and we get more material, there will be a
temptation to squash more on to each page - ie. adopting 11-pt & then 10-pt.
This may be very difficult to read for some of our members. So, if anyone
has strong opinions on this issue, please make them known to me now (I
don’t intend to fill up Commensal with loads of waffle on this, but will
summarise any feedback).

Finally, the closing date for submissions to the September 1997 edition of
Commensal is 15th August.

Best wishes,

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

9th May 1997 Michael Nisbet
SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION

Dear Theo,

The way I view the science (or empiricism) versus religion controversy goes
something like this :-

1. At some point during the evolution of the nervous system, it becomes
sufficiently complex to allow reflexive awareness to arise: the organism
becomes capable of recognising itself as a discrete entity.  We humans
take this capacity for granted: we see an image in a mirror and
recognise it as 'me'.  However, most other animals either ignore their
reflections or react to them as if they were confronted with another
individual of the same species.  In chimpanzees, reflexive awareness is
emergent: they can learn to recognise themselves, proving that humans
are not altogether unique, and that there is some sort of continuity
between ourselves and other organisms.

2. In conceiving itself as a discrete entity, the organism becomes a self or
subject in contradistinction to other selves and objects of perception.
The continuity of the organism-environment 'field' becomes split into a
dichotomous world of subject and object, which allows human
languages to develop.  Language reifies the distinction, because it
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generally works in subject-object terms.  The function of language is to
allow order to emerge out of the chaos of individual selves.

3. The initial tendency is to posit the subject as the primary term of the
dichotomy.  If something is done, then some self must be doing it.
Hence the world is conceived as the playground of gods and spirits.  In
addition, tribal totems function as nexus for the common life of the tribe.
Generally they take the form of some quite specific plant or animal, but
as societies become more complex, so concepts of deity become more
abstract and rarefied, the culmination of this historical process being that
they lose their grip on the popular imagination.

4. Meanwhile a contrary tendency has been emerging and now steps to
the fore: that which conceives of the object as the primary term, the self
being a mere epiphenomenon.  The world is to be explained in terms of
the impersonal interaction of matter and energy.

5. However, as this approach was beginning to oust the old 'subjectivist'
view, Bishop Berkeley realised something puzzling.  As he wrote in
'Principles of Human Knowledge' : "...as it is impossible for me to see or
feel anything without an actual sensation of that thing, so is it impossible
for me to conceive in my thoughts any sensible thing or object distinct
from the sensation or perception of it ... In truth the object and the
sensation are the same thing, and cannot therefore be abstracted from
each other." In other words, there seemed to be an identity of perceiver
and perceived, subject and object.

If I take any object, say a pencil, and ask myself "Where is the gap, where is
the dividing line between what I call myself and what I call a pencil?" I am
forced to realise that the distinction exists only in the words that I use.  Is the
dividing line at my finger tips? I could lose my fingers and still be 'me'.  Of
course, I would in some sense be diminished, but so would I be if I lost my
cherished pencil.  It seems that there is a seeing around which myself and the
pencil are constructed: an immediacy of experience, a continuum, that can
only be apprehended, not known or conceived, as it were from the outside.  In
the words of Michael Frayn, in 'Constructions' : "The complexity of the
universe is beyond expression in any possible notation."

Of course Berkeley's conclusion was that what we mistakenly call the material
world subsists in a mind, and since the objects of perception evidently persist
while I am not observing them, there must be a universal mind -God- that
simultaneously perceives everything. Thus he sought to resolve the subject-
object dichotomy by dissolving the latter term in the former, and reinstating
the 'subjectivist' position.  But the fact of the matter is that both science -
positing the object as the prior term - and religion - positing the subject as the
prior term - are useful fallacies stemming from a dichotomy that only arises
when awareness becomes reflexive.
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"Awareness?" you might ask.  "Awareness of what?  Awareness must always
have an object." But as that first among British eccentrics -and no mean
thinker- Aleister Crowley, put it : "...all perceptions are neither the observer
nor the observed; they are representations of the relation between them", and
I would submit that it is in fact the relation that is prior, not its supposed
components, or either of them.  To realise this requires something of a
conceptual leap that the very nature of language discourages.

Michael C. Nisbet

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Michael - a most stimulating & helpful essay. I’m not sure that the contention
that religion is defined by a “subject is prior” attitude, while science treats
“object as prior” is accurate. Most religions tend to have God as their object,
and are based on relationships, while quantum mechanics is very much
caught up with the relation between the observer and the observed.

The relation between the observer and the observed, subject and object,
probably is a primary factor in our description of reality; though, as you point
out, there are problems defining the boundaries of both subjects and objects.
There are problems defining an individual. I don’t think we can expand an
individual to include his favourite pencil (or even wealth and accomplishments
- though maybe we could go along with Othello and include a “good name” as
part of the person, who is diminished if that attribute is defiled). However,
when we start whittling, when does an object cease to be what it was and
become something else. With human beings, we might imagine that if we
could transport their mind to another body we’d still have the same person,
though whether “big Arnie” would think that way if transported into my body is
somewhat debatable ! If someone “loses their mind” we say they’re not the
same person. A person may “change his mind” - if this is done radically
enough, she may “not be the person I married”. Of course, we have the
“problem of other minds” - we can only deduce what’s going on in another’s
mind (or even whether anything is going on at all - whether he has a mind) by
an analysis of external actions and analogy with our own subjective
experience.

We’ll come on to Philip Lloyd Lewis’ views later, but I’d say that while objects
exist independently of observers, that is “objectively”, what is important in the
object to an observer is observer-related. Whether a bit of wood is a twig or a
tool depends on its use (eg. for digging out termites). The definition of the
boundaries of the object depends on what we consider to be important. Mars
might lose its atmosphere but still remain Mars; and where does its
atmosphere end, anyway ? Whether Saturn could lose its atmosphere and
remain Saturn is doubtful, in that there might be nothing left, so maybe the
atmosphere of Saturn is essential to its “Saturn-ness” just as the rocky bit of
Mars is essential to its “Mars-ness”. But we still think Mars and Saturn carry
on existing even though we have difficulty deciding quite where they start and
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end. We have the old conundrums - is half an apple an apple; is half a pencil
a pencil; is it the same pencil ?

I’m not sure whether I can come to a neat conclusion here, though I’ll try. I
suppose we have difficulty defining both the subject and the object; some but
not all of their definition depends on the relationship between the two; I’m not
sure whether this has much to say about the science versus religion
controversy.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

23rd May 1997 Anthony Owens
REPLIES TO C86

To Roger Farnworth : Should Roger adopt the more generous approach of
the visual arts : the dafter it looks the more brilliant it must be ?

To Philip Lloyd Lewis : Do 'no objective truths’ sit uneasily with 'the 'raw
material’ of objective reality’ ?  If Philip seriously disputes that when once a
physical law is writ we're stuck with it; even those we don't yet know; he must
suggest examples.

To Mark Griffin : Mark assumes that a brain is essential to the experience of
enjoyment.  Is not the essential consciousness ?  He can assume that a brain
is essential to consciousness but I think he must accept that this is both
unprovable and arguable.

In P.V.S. and similar cases I think that euthanasia by direct or indirect means
is a slippery slope.  Once accepted then extending it to everyone with a
pimple on their nose becomes a mere matter of degree, not principle. I cannot
accept Theo's economic argument either.  Should I seek comfort in the idea
that the hospital where the murders are carded out may have a giant cone of
pretty colours revolving outside, courtesy of the National Lottery ?  Should it
ease my mind that those who have committed not-yet-legalised forms of
murder can get large sums in legal aid if they miss breakfast ?

Abortion is perhaps the most extreme current example of legal murder.  Its
supporters hide behind cute definitions of life; but what sort of people carry it
out; and should those who tear babies apart have a place in a ‘health’
service?  Are they human ?  What do they do in the holidays : club baby
seals?  Should people who support it ask themselves whether they would do
it ?

Theo also comments on the statistical cost-effectiveness of anti-smoking
measures.  Are the anti-smoker's promising immortality ?  Isn't everyone
going to die of something and when they do won’t the statistics go right back
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to where they were ?  Won't the people 'saved' be then older and probably
cost even more ?  Are the tobacco companies benefactors really ? ... on a par
with abortionists perhaps ?

To Theo Todman: On consciousness does the following chronology make
my views clearer ? Imagine :-

1) consciousness
2) point (?) sources of individual consciousness
3) consciousness radiating from these sources
4) a (inevitable?) reaction to this radiation (note that 2, 3, and 4 have to

be considered concurrent because together they mark the start of
space and time)

5) interference between the reactions (wave formation?)
6) formation of standing waves by entrainment (potential energy ?,

matter ?)

.... and at this point let physics and evolution lead to a brain with access to
both matter and consciousness, which might be seen loosely as the same
'stuff’ experienced by the brain in different ways.  Granted, I don't say where
consciousness or points come from, simply accepting that they exist; but I
think those who would dismiss these ideas have to otherwise address the
problem of wholes greater than the sums of their parts ... and go a bit beyond
an uncertain quantum fluctuation to get things going !

On time dilation I will forgive your implication that I was treating photons as
classical bodies because of your welcome clarification that the wave involved
in each photon event should be modelled as having a constant frequency
throughout its journey, which will account for my ‘two effects’ error.  Why do
distinguished professors say light loses frequency as it travels against
gravity?  That seems not so much metaphor as careless use of language.
True, one may need the maths to understand the full scale and relationships
of the effects, but I still think the principles can be grasped without, given
adequate explanation.

Also, assuming that is what you referred to, I don’t think the notion of light
being attracted is really an extension of theory.  A two-way process is
accepted in other areas (an electron can be interpreted as a positron going
the other way); and some such process seems an inescapable implication of
action-at-a-distance, time dilation, and space-time.  The tests have been
done; their meaning is still open.

On newsletter name : We've had the table; how about a Sopha?

Anthony Owens

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Anthony - Well ... on PVS slippery slopes. It’s another of these boundary
problems. Say there was a treatment that would certainly add an extra 20
years to your life that was critically threatened. Unfortunately, it costs £10
billion. Would you expect the state to pay this ? I expect you’d be
disappointed if you did. Say £1 billion ? No. Say £100 million ? No. At, say,
£1 million an experimental procedure might be tried. The problem is, on
average we only have available to spend on an individual’s health-care what
an average individual can contribute. This is not to say that “your life isn’t
worth saving”, or that “life is cheap”, but it is the case that your life isn’t worth
saving at any price. It’s just that otherwise the sums just don’t work out.
Doctors have to work within these constraints. It must be the case that
people’s lives are routinely not saved, though we have the technology,
because we can’t afford it. That’s just how things are, and it’s simply no good
wining about it. Some people can afford more, but there’s just not enough
resource around for everyone to afford more. We can share resources more
equitably, but eventually they run out. Hence, my contention that resource
management is a key factor in health care. Hence, we have to deal in
expected gains and losses. A difficult sum, but someone has to attempt to
solve it.

With respect to abortion, do you really imagine that those who undertake the
procedure think they are “killing babies” ? The reason the whole issue
generates so much heat is that people differ so radically in their views on the
status of the foetus - is it human, is it conscious, does it feel pain, etc ? If
one’s answer to all these questions is “no” then presumably one doesn’t
have as troubled a conscience as you or I might have. Also, isn’t it a fallacy
to say we shouldn’t ask anyone to do something we wouldn’t be happy to do
ourselves ? I wouldn’t be happy working as a bowel surgeon or a dentist,
emptying the bins, working in an abattoir, cleaning the lavatories, joining the
police or army; but I’m glad some people are.

With respect to your objections to anti-smoking measures - well, no-one’s
going to live for ever; but that’s not the issue. We treat people’s ailments to
extend their lives, improve its quality or both. If we said there’s no point
because they’re going to die anyway, we’d never treat anybody. I don’t think
your counter-economic argument works either - OK, so somebody who dies
of lung-cancer aged 50 doesn’t need treating for Parkinson’s Disease, aged
80. True, but we’ve lost 15 years of working life, the tax revenue from which
we’d banked on to pay for their care, and they might not have developed
Parkinson’s in any case; and if they had, its treatment wouldn’t have been as
expensive. What we want is fewer premature deaths, not more successful
cures; same thing as wanting fewer crimes, not more villains behind bars.
Prevention is better than cure, and all that.

On to consciousness. While I vaguely understand your theory, I don’t know
what it means in practise. What are these supposed point sources of
consciousness ? Also, I don’t go along with your gauntlet that those who
don’t agree with you have to come up with some alternative. It’s not a case of
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any port in a storm. It’s better to admit we just don’t know than bark up the
wrong tree.

As for relativity, I’m afraid my limited expertise is exhausted. I’m in contact
with a former Mensa member who does research into General Relativity,
who’s volunteered to help me with further study, when I get round to it. Until
then, no comment !

Finally, thanks for the suggestion for the name. Unfortunately, Sopha, while
snappy, has the disadvantage, unlike Mensa, of not being a word.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

31 May 1997 Alan Carr

HIGH IQ AND THE CAPACITY FOR INTELLIGENT DEBATE

Why is the ability to obtain high marks in IQ tests so rarely correlated with the
ability to think clearly and debate intelligently ?

The ability to think clearly and debate intelligently rests on the virtues of truth
and honesty. This ability can be dulled by inner conflicts (ie. tendencies
towards hate, anger, greed, lust), which can warp clear thought. One’s
upbringing, economic and social status and one’s reaction to those
circumstances have a strong relation to the ability to think clearly. An IQ test
can be a poor determination of one’s intelligence. A question and possible
answers are given and little clear thought is required. A validation of this
argument is delivered to us monthly - Mensa Magazine.

Next month’s question :-

Is crime nature’s way of redistributing wealth ??

Alan
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Alan - provocative stuff ! Hopefully, it should generate some debate. I have a
few thoughts of my own that I’ve aired recently in other fora - what
intelligence is, whether there is such a thing as general intelligence, what IQ
tests measure, whether speed tests and “power” tests measure the same
thing, whether extremes of intelligence can be quantified meaningfully, what
“genius” is and what it’s correlation to IQ might be; and so on - but I won’t
inflict them on you at the moment !

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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What follows is a letter from Bob Groves. Bob wrote in enquiring about PDG
& saying that he was particularly interested in epistemological problems in
education with reference to the work of Wittgenstein, Russell and Habermas.
What appears below is his response to my remark :-

Could you elaborate a bit on what you understand to be the
epistemological problems in education ? Would you agree that
Wittgenstein, despite his genius as a philosopher, was rather a
bad influence as an educator ? Not merely his unfortunate
experience as an elementary school teacher, and his
predisposition to encourage his students to give up philosophy,
but his tendency to make either disciples or enemies ?

While Bob’s response was not marked “for publication”, I think it is sufficiently
interesting for us all to have the benefit of it.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

7th June 1997 Bob Groves

EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN POST-COMPULSORY EDUCATION

The problem of "knowing" and certainty have always been key issues in
learning, and for adults these days we have an even greater set of problems
to deal with in this area caused by the dichotomy between socio-political
pressure to conform to economic and productive needs as opposed to the
self-developmental requirements of individuals.  This has led to post-
compulsory education being split between the academic-and-liberal study
areas (the kind of stuff  I’ve taught for the past 17 years) and the vocational
training system (which I've also taught in).

The latter particularly sees education as serving the national competitive
interest, and has evolved an approach which atomises learning into discrete
positivist statements about what is necessary for competency in a subject (i.e.
via the NVQ system).

There is serious room for doubt though whether this really provides a good
standard of competency at all.  The reason for this doubt largely stands on
the way in which positivism excludes all non-factual or evidential experience
from its remit; tutors regularly teach facts and skills, but can often exclude the
emotional, social or judgmental attributes that go with them since these are
not "quantifiable" or "visible" and therefore not assessable.  As you may see,
this is an epistemological question: positivist epistemology here is exclusive of
an important range of human ability vital to individual and collective well-being
but post-compulsory education has yet to come up with a valid and reliable
alternative.  Certainly the liberal-academic camp has yet to attend to this
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matter.  For some reason the idea of philosophical analysis here seems to be
anathema... yet it is increasingly urgent as our lives and our consequent
learning needs grow more complex.

This is just one aspect of some of my work-interests.

WITTGENSTEIN AND TEACHING

Yes, he was a conventionally "bad" educational influence perhaps in his
practical teaching (both at Cambridge and Ohrdruf), but his philosophy may
well hold many keys to the above problem.  It is also the case, I feel, that one
easily confuses Wittgenstein's life and obsessive character with his
philosophical discipline. As an individual he was impossible, but as a theorist
around language and meaning, a genius.  He reminds me much of Gustav
Mahler, who also was maddening as an individual, had a mess of a life, was
domineering and destructive to those around him but produced an oeuvre
which was the mirror of his age and extraordinary in influence. Educationalists
have yet to learn directly from W., though probably many have done so
indirectly through Habermas, and I strongly feel that understanding of the
"language games" principle can do much for clarifying the teach-learn-
assess-review process that we regularly implement.  I have found this to be
the case, though I am far from being able (as yet) to encapsulate it
theoretically.

One could also platitudinously say that "the Great always make enemies",
and though there is some truth in this, I feel it doesn’t give the whole
Wittgenstein picture.  It might be asserted that Wittgenstein’s major aim in
philosophy was to put-to-bed the major philosophical problems that had
bedevilled the centuries (solipsism, the search for metaphysical truth,
scepticism and certainty, etc.) and the end point of his work is that, if we are
to understand what philosophy is about, then philosophy is best "done" rather
than "traded in"... hence his rather eccentric (sometimes termed "Christ-like")
insistence that his students give up study and become factory hands etc. and
his abhorrence of the professional philosopher caste, even though he was
one of them himself.

A fascinating character!

Bob Groves

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bob - I hope you don’t mind me printing these extracts. On your first topic, I
don’t think the separation of fact and value is a new thing. Hasn’t this always
been the case with mathematics and the sciences ? Maybe there’s always
been a good case for including some sort of “appropriate use” education with
the sciences. Mathematicians are a strange bunch, and any liberal arts
adjunct would be viewed as a time-stealer. Would you view a mathematician
as being educated ? I’ve nothing to add to your thoughts on Wittgenstein. My
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comment was partly based on A.J. Ayer’s remark in the introduction to his
book on Wittgenstein “... I was very strongly influenced by his early work. I
have not, however, adhered to the Wittgensteinian cult which has grown up
since his death. If I did not think him an important philosopher, I should not be
writing this book. All the same, my admiration for him falls short of idolatry”.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

12 June 1997 Rick Street

IMMORTALITY, PRAYER, SIN, QUANTUM PHYSICS, ISAAC NEWTON,
ARMS TALKS, OBJECTIVE REALITY AND CANNIBALISM IN MENSA

Ahhh there's nothing like a nice catchy title to get people’s attention !  But
anyway...

Theo : So you reckon there have only been about 15 billion people in the
history of humanity do you ?  Must've taken you ages to count them all !
About 2 million years I'd imagine, given that some of them died that long ago.
This may come as a shock to historians and palaeontologists but no one has
the slightest idea how many people have been alive throughout history and
pre-history.  However I do like your statistical calculation that 33% of people
are immortal, even if it is b*@l^£ks !

Mark Griffin : Prayer, as I understand it, is about "praise"!  Praising God, not
asking for health, or salvation or a new bike or world peace.  You seem to
think it is up to us to pray for (ie. ask for) the good health of others, as a futile
cop-out for not actually doing anything.  But prayer is not asking, it's thanking.
It is for us to give praise to God that we are NOT in persistent vegetative state
and it is for those who are to give thanks that they are not Keith Cheguin.

A major point that both you and Theo seem to be missing about morality and
economics in the health service is just how fantastic it is that we can save any
lives at all.  People have become unbelievably complacent about health care
and seem to think they have a moral right to be treated.  Anyone who gets
any treatment at all should count themselves incredibly lucky and those that
don't should stop whining.

Jennifer Sprague : Your suspicion that God gives large pieces of cake to
sinners as compensation for creating them as such has some interesting
implications.  For a start it removes responsibility for sin from the individual - a
sinner can just claim that he is what God made him and carry on sinning.
Furthermore it positively encourages people to sin in the hope of getting the
large piece of cake at the end of it all.  Nice idea but thankfully wrong!  We
have free will.  Whether or not we get rewarded or punished in the afterlife is
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a matter of contention but I'm sure if we do its for our own behaviour not
God’s.

I don't know the Bible well enough to know where you took your quotes from
but I'm sure they are out of context.  "The first shall be last and the last shall
be first" may just be part of the instructions for reverse-parking a donkey.  The
Bible is great for phrases to take out of context.  And to think most people
reckon sound-bites are a new thing!

Theo (again) : I thought some quantum physicist bod reckoned he'd
observed photons going faster than light through some lump of metal or
something?  I'm no expert on quantum mechanics but just thought I'd
disagree with you.  Three cheers for BBC2 documentaries!

(and again)

Ahhh ... no, you don't create another copy of yourself if you go back in time
‘cos the original gets removed from the present!  The overall amount of
energy in the space time continuum remains constant, even if the amount of
energy at any one given moment has changed.  The Law Of Conservation Of
Energy seems unclear on this point.  Perhaps it should be amended to
"Energy cannot be created or destroyed only transformed and moved back in
time".  And lets rename it the Assumption Of Conservation Of Energy while
we're at it. Physics?  Pah!

Roger Farnworth : Surely your suggestion for decommissioning arms in
Northern Ireland assumes an equal quantity of weapons on both sides.  I
rather think the IRA would run out of weaponry long before the RUC.  A
possible variant might be to have each side hand over an equal percentage of
their arms rather than an equal quantity, however this would assume
everyone agreed exactly how much weaponry everyone else had, which is
rather unlikely.  But what’s this got to do with philosophy anyway?

Philip Lloyd Lewis : Fancy meeting you here!  At the risk of repeating earlier
comments on your comments in the Aquarian, I still maintain that just
because we can never know the objective answer to the question "Does God
exist?" because we will always be subjective entities, doesn't mean there IS
no objective answer.  I believe there is objective reality however I can't prove
it.  I believe that you do really exist although I cannot prove that you are not a
figment of my imagination.  You however seem to be unreasonably certain
that I am a figment of your imagination.  Which less tolerant individuals could
potentially find quite insulting.

Dracula Botting (made up name !) : You seem to have a curiously holistic
view of morality!  The way I see it morality is a social construct and there are
different moralities for different societies.  In vampire society it is moral to eat
people.  The people may not like it but it's not their decision.  I believe that it
is moral for us to eat cows and chickens because they are not a part of our
society.  That’s the way the world works.  If you assume an all-encompassing
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universal morality then how do you explain lions eating wildebeest?
Obviously its "wrong" for lions to eat wildebeest because the wildebeest don't
like it.  But if you stop lions eating wildebeest the lions starve, which is also
wrong.  You can't win.  You just end up with the conclusion that God is evil for
creating a world in which there is so much unavoidable suffering.  But the
concept of evil is merely part of morality which is just a social construct.
Therefore you mustn't start with the premise of fundamental good and evil but
from what is actually in the world around us.  And what is in the world around
us is a multitude of different creatures with different and often opposing
requirements.  Many of these creatures including humans are social in nature
and therefore must concern themselves with what’s good for their society as
well as what’s good for themselves.  And so exists morality.  If you want to
claim superiority for Mensans and start eating non-mensans that’s fine but
you'll get killed ‘cos there are fifty times as many of them as there are of us
and most Mensans will realise this and not join your quite pointless little
cannibal cult, so in the long run you'll only hurt yourself by hurting your
society.  Such is the nature of social animals.

On the subject of self-awareness as a claim for human superiority over
animals, this is quite mistaken.  All social animals are every bit as self-aware
as humans.  They have exactly the same need to perceive themselves from
the viewpoint of their associates as we do.  They have the same propensities
for compassion, sympathy, love, hate, greed, anger, everything!  However
they need these for successful operation within their own society not ours.

Granted something’s rarity does effect its value to society but that is by no
means the only factor.  Usefulness, symbolic meaning, and aesthetics also
play a part.  Cows are more valuable than dormice, not because they're rarer
but because there's more meat on them.  Bald eagles are more valuable to
Americans than emperor penguins are because the bald eagle is a symbol of
America.  And baby seals are more valuable to conservationists than dung
beetles are because baby seals are cute.  With people though its different.
No one is in a position to judge the value to society of another individual.  And
in fact to do so damages society.  We can assign values to things that are not
a part of our society but not to things that are, ie. each other.

Art is not unique to humans.  Birds build nests to impress potential mates,
beavers build dams, chimpanzee’s construct tools for getting food, and as for
termites .... You may assume that these activities are merely for survival and
not self-expression, but the idea does originate in the animal’s mind to create
something.  That desire to be creative is no different to the human instinct for
art.  In the end it comes back to society and the need for unity.  Art may feel
like self-expression to the artist but to society it is mental stimulation that is as
important to us as a well built nest is to a sparrow.  To the sparrow nest
building is self-expression.  Self-expression is essential for survival.

And so ends my first offering to the philosophy SIG.  Hope someone out there
found it at least slightly stimulating.  ‘Til next time then ... try not to eat each
other.
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Rick

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rick : Thanks for your vigorous contribution. It’s good to see someone
declaring war on half a dozen fronts simultaneously ! I do, though, think you
ought to credit some of your opponents with a little more insight than
perhaps you do. For instance, the Feedback column in New Scientist isn’t
the letters page, but takes a wry look at various odd-ball ideas that turn up in
the scientific literature or that otherwise come to the notice of the writer of the
column. No-one ever said that the 33% of the people who have ever lived
and are still alive were immortal. The point of the story is that “all men are
mortal” features (along with “Socrates is a man” and “Socrates is mortal”) in
the classic example of the syllogism; p & (p=> q) => q. All it is saying, very
tongue in cheek, is that since 1/3 of the people who have ever lived are still
alive, the p => q element isn’t very well empirically justified (indubitably true
though it is). Nor does the jest fail because we’re unclear quite how many
people have ever lived.

Again, you take Jennifer Sprague (the Christian Forum SIG-Sec) to task in
rather a cavalier fashion and accuse her of quoting the Bible out of context
while simultaneously admitting ignorance yourself. Well, “the first shall be
last and the last shall be first" occurs in a number of contexts (Matthew
19:30/Mark 10:31; Matthew 20:16; Mark 9:35 & Luke 13:30), none of which I
find to be inimical to her use of the quotation. I suggest you check them out.
Not, of course, that Jennifer needs, or would ask for, any support from me.

I agree with you that praise is an oft-neglected aspect of prayer, but disagree
that  supplication has no part.

Certain of your arguments against Jennifer become less relevant when one
realises that the bulk of her article was a spoof parody of the simple-minded
view some people have of what Christianity is. It is interesting how keen
people are to give up the concept of free will and responsibility for their own
actions - it’s no longer the fault of our being predestinated to reprobation but
that of our malign upbringing, the evil influence of society or the genes we
have inherited. This only applies to our failures, of course - any success is
down to us !

I don’t recognise your reference to photons travelling faster than light through
metal. I wouldn’t have thought photons travelled through metal at all. There is
such a thing as Cherenkov radiation (you may have heard of it !), which
appears as a weak bluish white glow in the pools of water shielding some
nuclear reactors. It is caused by electrons from the reactor travelling at
speeds greater than the speed of light in water, which is 75% of the speed of
light in vacuo (c). Or so says my EB ! Note that these electrons aren’t
travelling faster than c.
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I have to admit that my remark about time travel and energetics was one of
the sillier I’ve come out with recently. I had, of course, noted that there would
be a “you shaped gap”, but this isn’t quite the end of the story. Imagine you
go back in time one year, then throw away your time machine. For one year
there are two you’s, one a year older than the other, then the first you
disappears on his time travel while the second you grows old and dies a year
earlier than he would have done if you hadn’t gone travelling (though you still
live the same number of years). That’s fine, but if we forget about “life” and
consider atoms, there seems to be one year when there are more atoms
than there ought to be, with no compensating gap. I did make a slip by
saying there wasn’t an energetics problem with forward time travel - but here
we have a gap with fewer atoms, so, using the “neither created not
destroyed” dictum, if too many is a problem, so is too few. Maybe there’s no
energetics problem at all - but I thought it worth remarking on.

Interestingly, you could have saved yourself the bother of going time-
travelling by asking the other you what happened, and then cancelling your
trip ... but then the other you wouldn’t have been there to ask ! So you’d have
lost your free will - you’ve just got to make that trip - “a man’s gotta do  what
a man’s gotta do”.

While I agree with many of your criticisms of Dracula’s arguments, I wonder
whether the extra choices given us by technological advances don’t make us
more morally responsible ? Lions, as you point out, don’t have much of a
choice - it’s tuck into those wildebeest or starve ! We, however, don’t have to
eat meat - there’s plenty of quorn and other goodies. This doesn’t worry me
too much. After all, domesticated animals wouldn’t exist if we didn’t farm
them, so provided (a big proviso) we make their lives ones worth having lived
(if briefly) there’s no problem for me. However, I almost feel you’re arguing
we can do with them what we like because they’re not part of our society ? Is
it moral for us to torture them for fun (this is not a reference to fox hunting)? I
believe that, since we know (to some degree) what it would feel like to be so
tortured, and wouldn’t want this to happen to us were we they, our actions
are constrained. Isn’t our ultimate appeal (“begging for mercy”) to ask our
enemy to empathise with us and not do what they have in mind ? This
argument would apply to any being we could communicate with, not just to
those of our own tribe. So if you don’t want to go pink round the ears when
arguing with that alien who wants to eat you for breakfast, stop torturing
those animals ! Not that I suggest you do !

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

23rd May 1997 Theo Todman
LETTER TO PHILIP LLOYD LEWIS

What follows is a response to an article that Philip Lloyd Lewis had written
for Resurgence Magazine and copied to me. The relevant passage was :-
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If someone believes in something, then it exists BUT only in his
or her world and the worlds of those who agree with him or her.
Each person creates his or her own world; ....

Philip : While your “let everyone create their own world” approach does have
a very positive element of mutual tolerance, surely it has some very great
dangers as well ? It makes no distinction between beliefs and delusions.

If you come to believe that you can fly unassisted and start prancing about on
the top of Canary Wharf ready for take-off, isn’t it my duty, if I have the
opportunity, to persuade you that you are wrong ? And you would be wrong -
the world you’ve created for yourself is in error, as would be demonstrated by
your imminent demise. Worse, you might impinge on someone else’s world -
someone of the “I’m never going to die” world-view - by landing on top of him,
thereby proving him wrong as well. Similarly, people who rely on casting out
demons, or believe that the soul is in the blood, have a different approach (in
theory at least) to medical assistance and can cause positive harm to others.
Don’t your views lead to everyone being humoured rather than respected ?

Of course, we can allow our subjective worlds to exist, provided they are
corrected by objectivity. Objectively, we are indeed insignificant specks in the
universe. However, I’m all I’ve got, so to me, subjectively, I’m important. I’d
like others to allow me some space, so have to allow them some space too
and allow that they’re important to themselves as well. Going back a
paragraph, the reason I have a duty to persuade you out of a dangerous
delusion is because, were I to be found in a deluded state, once I had
recovered my senses I would be thankful to you for recovering me.

It seems to me that you need to provide arguments against these points. The
important point at issue is that certain world-views are demonstrably wrong.
Whether we have a right or duty to seek to correct erroneous views is another
matter entirely. The foundations of ethics is a tricky subject ! I think one can
build an objective model for reciprocity from game theory.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2nd June 1997 Philip Lloyd Lewis

RESPONSE TO THEO TODMAN

I can now take up one or two points from your letter...

•  There is no question of "letting" or "allowing" people to create their own
world - they do it and cannot help doing it, whether we like it or not.
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•  Mutual tolerance might well be inspired by TTR (Two-Tier Reality : see
later in this issue of Commensal) but it is not implicit in the basic theory.

•  Any significant philosophy is dangerous, because if it is powerful it can be
misused. Christianity and Marxism come to mind as outstanding examples.
But showing that they can be and have been dangerously misused does
not constitute a valid criticism of their basic principles.

•  What is the distinction between beliefs and delusions?  We must proceed
carefully here.  To begin with, all delusions are beliefs but not all beliefs are
delusions.  And one man's belief is another man’s delusion.  You
apparently hold (yes?) that you can distinguish objectively between
delusory beliefs and non-delusory beliefs, while I maintain that any such
distinction - made by you or anyone else - is subjective, varying
considerably from person to person and culture to culture.  I decide for
myself, of course, (and I can always change my mind !) whether another
person's belief is a delusion, but I am aware that my judgement is
subjective.

•  Do you really think that "we are insignificant specks" is an objective
statement ?!  It is a highly subjective value judgement and one that I
strongly oppose.

•  All sorts of statements are "demonstrably" wrong - for some people but not
for others.  There are no fully objective proofs, positive or negative, of
anything: it is a matter of persuasion.

You may be interested in the enclosure - the definitive article setting out TTR
theory.

Philip

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Philip : while any significant philosophy can be mis-used, my point was that
yours denies the very meaning of mis-use. Who can criticise anyone’s world-
view ? But if we’re allowed to build our own subjective worlds unrestrained,
we’ll bump into other people’s worlds and cause mayhem.

I also think that, while there are many beliefs that may or may not reflect a
true state of affairs, and which I wouldn’t dream of passing judgement on,
there are many more that are obviously false - and I pointed out a couple in
my letter, which you seem to have ignored.

What did you find objectionable in my “insignificant specks” remark - you
know, one of 5 billion humans on a planet orbiting one of 100 billion stars in
one of 100 billion galaxies, and all that ? We’re objectively insignificant by
most measures unless someone gives us significance - maybe God can give
us objective significance, but otherwise we have to be given subjective
significance in someone’s world view (our own, if no-one else’s).
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I just can’t see any sense in “no fully objective proofs ... of anything”. I would
go along with the view that, because there’s a sliding scale from total
uncertainty (precisely how many stars are there in the Andromeda galaxy) to
certainty (is Pythagoras’ theorem true in Euclidean geometry) we should
invent a “probability of truth” function with statements as arguments, with the
values 0 and 1 never assigned in practise. However, it would still be irrational
to believe a statement with probability of truth near zero, or doubt one with a
value near 1. What has persuasion to do with it ? Are you saying that
Pythagoras’ theorem is sometimes true and sometimes false, because some
people don’t understand it and therefore can’t be persuaded ?

Note : What follows is an article from the May 1987 edition of Mensa entitled
Two-Tier Reality [TTR].

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

TWO-TIER REALITY
What is the nature of reality and illusion ?

Mensa May 1987

Throughout this century, scientists and philosophers have been struggling
with limited success to make sense of modem physics and cosmology.  Some
writers, discussing these attempts, have gone so far as to describe certain
advanced scientific ideas as coming close to the age-old teachings of the
Eastern mystics.  Are we, then, moving towards a great amalgamation of
Eastern and Western concepts in this field?  Perhaps, but a formidable gulf
remains.

The fundamental question is, of course, the nature of reality.  The Eastern
mystics have maintained for many centuries that ‘ultimate reality is one and
indivisible'.  As a basic metaphysical principle, that sounds very impressive,
but is it of any practical consequence? I think it is, and this article puts forward
an interpretation aimed at establishing common ground for a meeting of
Eastern and Western minds.

First, I propose to regard 'ultimate reality' as equivalent to 'objective reality',
meaning 'that reality which exists independently of any observer'.  'Ultimate
reality is one' can then be interpreted as meaning that there is one and only
one objective Universe (meaning all that exists independently of any
observer).  But what can it possibly mean to say that 'ultimate reality is
indivisible', when we all see the world around us as made up of separate
'things'?

One modem writer, Ken Wilber, follows the Eastern sages by insisting that
'there are no boundaries'.  If this assertion and its ancient equivalent, the
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indivisibility principles, are taken as meaning that objective reality (ie. the
objective Universe) does not consist of and cannot be separated into
objectively distinct 'things', then I must agree, despite the dictates of 'common
sense'.  Why?  Because it seems quite clear to me that all 'things' are
delimited and defined by observers (observers looking out at the world
through the more or less adequate but restrictive windows afforded by their
respective languages and cultures), and from this it follows that these 'things'
are the observers' subjective creations. I say 'creations' because (to argue by
analogy) we talk about an artist creating a picture from canvas and paint, and
we do not refuse to acknowledge him as the creator of his picture on the
grounds that he did not create the canvas and the paint!  Similarly, objective
reality serves as the raw material from which the observer fashions his
subjective world of 'things’.

So far, so good.  But the old mystics and their modern followers go on to
claim that our everyday experience, as perceived in terms of separate 'things',
is thus mere illusion and that the appearance of boundaries between things is
illusory.  Is this view logically tenable?  Words are also 'things', so how can
one logically and meaningfully use 'illusory' words to assert that everyday
things (including words) are 'illusory'?

Let us look at this problem of reality and illusion from another logical angle.
Any reference to 'ultimate reality' implies that there is another form or type of
reality which is not 'ultimate'; otherwise there would be no difference in
meaning between 'reality' and 'ultimate reality' and there would be no point in
adding the adjective to the noun!  So I see no reason for not positing the
existence of a 'non-ultimate reality', which I would equate with 'subjective
reality', meaning 'that reality whose existence is dependent upon the
existence of an observer or observers.

Is one therefore driven to the conclusion that the Eastern mystics were simply
wrong in describing the everyday world as 'mere illusion'?  It would be a rash
critic who so bluntly rejected this ancient doctrine.  On the other hand, I
cannot accept - for what I regard as good reasons, logical, psychological,
social and philosophical - any denial that the everyday world is real.

Impasse!  Dictionaries... Hmmm... It appears that all the definitions of 'illusion’
contain an element of 'deception' or 'misinterpretation'.  When I get lost in the
desert, for example, that glittering oasis is an illusion, because I am deceived
into thinking that those palm trees are really there in front of me.  But when I
look in the mirror, my reflected image is not an illusion, because I am not
deceived into thinking that there is someone behind the mirror!  Similarly, it
can be argued that the Eastern mystics' Principle (about the everyday world
being an illusion) is valid for anyone who has been deceived into thinking that
his subjective world and the things he perceives in it are objectively real.
However, for the sages themselves, who suffered from no such illusion and
were aware of the subjective nature of the everyday world, there was surely
no valid reason to deny its (subjective) reality. Is it possible that they
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recognised this in private?  Did their original teachings perhaps contain hints
or clues which have since been overlooked or suppressed?

For me, at any rate, there must be two levels of reality.  Objective reality
(which I prefer to call primary reality) is the objective Universe.  Little can be
said about this Universe, and that mainly in negative terms.  In my view, not
only does it have no internal boundaries but also it is unbounded in space-
time and subject to no laws.  Within this Universe, people create their own
subjective reality by determining and labelling 'things'; in other words, by
‘drawing boundaries'.  These boundaries are not immutable, differing as they
clearly do from individual to individual and even more from culture to culture,
but neither are they illusory, provided that one is aware of their subjective
nature.

A subjective world - a secondary reality - is thus set up and superimposed, so
to speak, upon the underlying primary reality.  Each individual creates his own
world, with its own things, events and laws.  In so doing, he is of course
strongly influenced by the enveloping culture.  In any community, reality is
generally regarded as being the sum of what its adult members agree on;
without such (mainly tacit) agreement, no coherent culture and little
communication would be possible.  Largely for this reason, there is
tremendous social pressure on the individual to accept and conform to the
community's concept of reality.  Thus any adult's things, events and laws are
usually so similar to his neighbours' that the whole community is impelled to
operate on the psychologically seductive assumption that there is an objective
world of things, events and laws existing independently of human observers.
From the above analysis, however, I conclude that this basic assumption is
mistaken, and history shows that the consequences of that error have been
disastrous.

Any attempt to 'prove' the Two-Tier (primary and secondary) view of reality
put forward here would of course be futile, but it can at least be argued that
the concept is compatible with mystical experience, religious belief and
advanced scientific ideas, and that it leads to no logical impasse.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Philip : a number of points - when you say words are “things” are you not
falling into the trap of reification ? Also, things themselves don’t just exist
because we invent words for them. Because we’ve invented the term
“ultimate reality” (UR) doesn’t mean it exists, let alone that non-ultimate reality
(~UR) exists. Do you think that U~R (ultimate unreality) exists ?

Later, I would say that some boundaries are more fruitfully drawn than others.
Some models of reality work better than others. Some subjective worlds
demonstrably don’t work - their “laws” make predictions that are counter-
factual and are admitted to be so by their inventors. I would admit, though,
that we only capture those aspects of objective reality that are relevant to us.
Different societies with different concerns or different species with different
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sense organs will produce different models that emphasise and approximate
to different aspects of objective reality.

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

5th June 1997 Roger Farnworth
REPLIES TO C86

Anthony Owens mistakenly conceives of instantaneous actions at a distance
as a long metal bar which when twisted at one end is immediately seen to
twist at the other. However, if the metal bar was 186,000 miles long, he would
see the observer at the far end turn the bar one second after he observes it
turn at his end and this applies fractionally less to all shorter bars. This is the
reason why simultaneous observations by two observers were deemed
impossible by Einstein. He (ie. Anthony Owens, not Einstein ... Ed) then says
that the timeless photon whose start and end are simultaneous is
irreconcilable with his first point. On the contrary, for the photon travelling the
length of the bar, both ends twist at the same time which is what he originally
postulated.

What is meant be simultaneous action at a distance is the “spooky”
phenomenon, that Einstein derided, of one particle determining the action of
another when there is no physical connection or force observable or inferable.

He then speaks of space-time as past, present and future and space.
However space-time’s four dimensions are the three spatial dimensions plus
time. As I wrote in Commensal 86 there is no evidence whatsoever for the
existence of the past or the future at the same time as any present moment.
The editor commented on this : “to say the whole of space-time exists doesn’t
mean all events in it are continually happening”. But how can an event be
existing if it is not happening ? Can the editor give an example ? Does both
the kettle that boiled yesterday and the kettle that will boil tomorrow exist in
each of many successive stages of boiling in suspended animation like a
series of movie frames, only three dimensional, awaiting the projectionist of
the present ?

Let me make a bold challenge. I believe there are no problems about our
experience of time that are not of our own making. If you think otherwise, put
it to the test by setting a puzzle about our experience of time for our on-going
100-word competition. If not, lets drop the discussion for ever, or rather for
the present, or rather for the foreseeable future or rather for the unforeseen
future, or for the time being, of for ......

Roger

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Roger : I agree that all philosophical problems are of our own making, and
that it is philosophy’s job to unravel them. My reason for saying that the past
exists is that it is “just” a 4th dimension of space-time. As places I’m not at
exist, so times I’m not at exist. However, I don’t claim to understand much of
this and am more than willing to let the matter drop until we’ve all had time to
do some more research into the matter. Maybe we could develop a research
programme - decide which giants’ shoulders to stand on so we might see a
little further ? Suggestions please, else remind me to suggest something next
time.

Theo
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1st July 1997 John Neary
ARE THERE OYSTERS IN HEAVEN ?

I wonder whether Martin has not got the chicken before the egg (or even the
oyster before the shell). Surely the question is more properly:- Is there a
heaven for oysters or indeed humans to go to ?

Man has always wanted to believe in his own immortality and if one accepts
the epistemological theory that something universally and fundamentally
believed should be considered as true then there seems no reason to
disbelieve in some sort of post-mortem continuance. However the mode of
that continuance is open to discussion. In the Christian world we have always
been taught that heaven is a place where the souls of the just go to be in
eternal happiness. The Moslems have a similar vision of paradise and even
the Vikings had their Valhalla, although they seem to have been very male
chauvinistic sorts of places.

What appears to be flawed with this idea is the method of entry. For God to
give man (or oysters) only a mere blink of time's eye to qualify for a prize of
eternity does not , in my mind , jibe well with the idea of an infinitely just God.

I would go along with the Buddhist idea of multiple attempts until one has
accumulated enough points to achieve the required  result but somehow I
have  a small difficulty reconciling that with population numbers and I don't
fancy the idea of being an oyster in another life.

So what is left ? I confess I don't know. Like most humans, the idea of just
disappearing from the ken of man after my three score and ten does not sit
well with me and I have considered no end of alternatives such as transfer to
a parallel universe to start again, the possibility of becoming a free
intelligence floating somewhere in space and communicating purely by
thought with all the other free entities - that would solve the oysters' problem,
there would be no need to sustain the body - and various other ideas to
prolong my existence but somehow all of them have their defects and I am
left with the desire but without the means. A state well known to men when
they approach the time when the question of an after life becomes more
important.
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My problem is that I have no quarrel with the existence of God but I do have
with the concept of religion. The various religions always remind me of soap
powders. All claim special powers but in the end they all clean clothes. Most
religions seem to set much more importance on the keeping of rituals and
rites than on the central concept and they give God no end of strange and
incompatible attributes.  For instance I fail to understand how God can be
infinitely just but at the same time infinitely merciful, the two are mutually
exclusive. How can He grant mercy to one without granting it to all - that
would not be just - and if He is going to grant mercy to all what is the point of
justice ?

My idea of God is that He set up this universe, equipped it with a number of
awesome powers of which man is one, and then left it to get on with it. He
doesn't interfere with it in any way at all. If He did we would have the ludicrous
situation of two armies praying to the same God for victory in the same battle.
To be just He has to ignore both requests. (unless He tosses a coin !).

If He intended us to go on after we are finished here He made very sure He
concealed it well. I wonder if maybe we should look for parallels with
Hawking's work on the origins and end of the universe and apply it to human
life. Perhaps at the end we revert into some kind of black hole carrying on an
existence which does not give any signals to man who is still involved in life
but which can occasionally be detected by peripheral  signs such as ghosts or
poltergeists or maybe even miracles. This would comply with the idea of a
free intelligence mentioned earlier.

However, at the end of it all does it really matter what soap powder you use
so long as the clothes get clean ?

John Neary

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

John : do you really think “something universally and fundamentally believed
should be considered as true” ? Have you read Extraordinary Popular
Delusions And The Madness Of Crowds by Charles Mackay ?

I think it is generally recognised that God’s attributes cannot be viewed in
isolation, and that his justice has to be viewed in the context of mercy, and
vice versa with each constraining the other. His omnipotence is similarly
circumscribed  by the rules of logic. Working out the boundaries of these
constraints may be impossible to all but the divine mind.

With respect to prayer, God does not justly have to answer all prayers
affirmatively. He could, after all, say “no” to the bad guys (he certainly seems
to reject the petitions of the good guys often enough).
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Finally, while it may not matter which soap powder we use, what are we to do
if one or all of the boxes turn out to be empty ?

Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

27th June 1997 Rosemary Clarke
FROM A NEAR DROP-OUT

I made enquiries about the Philosophical Discussion Group, because it
sounded interesting, and because members do not have to be experts.  Good
- I'm not.

Having read Commensal, numbers 84 and 85, I was ready to give up, as most
of the content was more or less unintelligible to me.  Then I thought "There
are about 50 members of this SIG, (80 on the books), yet it fell silent for 4 1/2
years.  Why ?  Perhaps many of the members were / are like me, complete
beginners, and struck dumb by the very learned writings such as those in
Commensal No.85. (except Martin Sondergaard - I could understand him!).
Should we be intimidated into silence, and thus threaten the existence of the
SIG altogether ?"

If there are others like me, please write in to say so. We can talk to one
another.  There should be room for both egg-heads and novices.

I have one question to ask, in response to Peter McCarthy's article on page 6,
Commensal No.85. Should any adult (I can understand children doing so) be
trying to prove or disprove the existence of God?  Surely religion is built upon
faith, not certainty.

Rosemary

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rosemary - a nice thought; a SIG stifled by excessive erudition ! Sadly not
the case : more to do with no-one taking over from the previous SIG-Sec (or
even realising he’d thrown in the towel). Still, if contributions start to dry up I’ll
watch out for this as a possible cause.

Don’t feel over-awed by what goes on in the discussions. You’ll soon pick up
the flow. And, yes; do let anyone write in if they are bemused by what’s
discussed in these pages. It’s your SIG.

I’ll have to leave it to the others to respond to you on the place of faith and
proof in religion. I don’t think that Peter was concentrating on proofs of God’s
existence, rather on alleged proofs of his non-existence. I feel
uncomfortable, though, about beliefs that are unconcerned about evidence
(as, I’m sure, Peter is). Faith doesn’t entitle us to believe what we like.
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Theo

----------------------------------------------------------------------------


